Editorial-2
New Opportunities with International Journal of Prosthodontics and
Restorative Dentistry (IJOPRD)
Dear Readers,
I am happy to announce that the IJOPRD is now back to track on regular issue publishing.
We are getting comparatively more number of submissions now, even though we are charging
` 5000/- per acceptance and providing free four issues for the same year. Interestingly, first issue
of 2013 is packed with varieties of manuscripts covering complete denture, implant restorations,
restorative/endodontic restorations, special care and laboratory research, etc. We have added
the research articles on metal-ceramic bond strength, die material properties, newer attachment systems with soft lining
material for implant-retained overdenture and proximal contacts and the matrix systems with or without wedging effect.
Case reports included techniques to fabricate the occlusal prosthesis, effect of neglected denture problems, ectodermal
dysplasia prosthesis, complete mouth rehabilitation, management of complex root fracture, etc. The issue has involved
diversities in various prosthodontic and restorative treatment challenges.
The readers are invited to take direct participation in the ‘review process’ of the manuscripts for IJOPRD and welcome
to submit their CVs. All the authors who have minimum five PubMed indexed articles have good chance to become the
‘peer-reviewer’ for the journal. We send three to four articles per year to each reviewer for the review process and take
the maximum expert opinions from them. The articles of the IJOPRD are sent to only those reviewers who have deep
knowledge in particular subject and who can give non-biased and constructive decision for the submitted manuscripts.
With the fresh and brand new issues of 2013, we are also hunting the eligible ‘Editorial Board Members’ for the journal
who can take up the lead to improve the quality of submitted articles and set the high standards in the literature. Interested
candidates can directly send their CVs to Editor-in-Chief.
We also welcome ‘ideas’ regarding manuscript types, quality assurance methods, innovative columns, reader support
programs and innovations in any form that can improve the journal’s literature status. Our first target is getting PubMed
and Scopus indexing for the journal.
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